
SAAWF TOURNAMENT RULES
 

Introduction: 

 

In order to have a successful tournament, it is eminent that we will have to introduce certain rules, 

by which this tournament will be conducted. We request each and every competit

to honour and respect these rules, also to portrait a professional image of Armwrestling towards the 

public and the media. 

 

These rules are not negotiable but may be amended at a later stage during an Annual General 

Meeting of all the members of SAAWF.

 

Registration: 

 

Every prospective contestant shall register before he/she will be allowed to participate, before the 

cut-off time for registration, at the tournament venue.  No late entries will be allowed without 

consent from the Tournament Master.

 

The entry fee (per arm) is contained in the official registration form for the tournament, and has to 

be paid in order to obtain an entry form.

 

All registration forms shall be fully completed and signed by the competitor, and by the 

parent/guardian of a junior competitor, before payment will be received for entry to the tournament.

 

A registration number will be dedicated to each and every competitor at registration, after payment 

of the entry fee.  No competitor will be allowed to parti

these numbers shall be worn visibly during participation.

 

SAAWF Membership: 

 

Contestants must be members of the SAAWF in order to be allowed to participate and have no 

outstanding affiliation fees due to the SAAWF

 

Please take note that no individual may participate at this SA National Championship as a non

member of SAAWF. 

 

Weight Categories: 

 

The weight categories available to participate in during this SA National Championships will be 

conducted in accordance with categories stated on the official entry form for the tournament.

 

Every prospective contestant shall weigh in at the prescribed time, place and scale as arranged prior 

to the commencement of the tournament.  A Weigh Master will be appointed, who will weigh each 

and every competitor, and note down the weight portrayed by the official scale, after wh

will sign the entry on the weigh-in form.

 

No contestant will be allowed to compete in a category for which he/she entered, if he/she did not 

weigh in under the prescribed weight (not qualified).  It doesn't matter whether a contestant 

weighed in only a few grams over the predetermined weight for that category.  No arguments will be 

conducted with any contestant in this regard.

 

Competitors may weigh in without clothing, if they wish to do so.

 

Only participation in your own normal weight categor

participate in only one weight category higher than the category they qualified for (weighed in), but 

you may only enter one Left and one Right arm

also compete in the Senior/Open Category and thus may enter two left and two right arms).
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If however, an OPEN category is made available to participate in during the SA Nationals 

Tournament, any armwrestler may participate in that category as well, as long as he / she qualifies 

for the OPENS, namely if meant for senior men, only senior men may participate.  If it is a left hand 

competition, only left hand entries will be accommodated.  

 

Age of Competitors in different age categories: 

 

Juniors/Cadets: participants may compete in this category, only if he/she is in born in the prescribed 

year or later.   

 

As with Juniors the Masters, Grand Masters or Senior Grand Masters may compete in their 

respective category only if he/she is born in the prescribed year or earlier. 

 

These categories may however also participate in the Seniors category, under the weight category 

he/she qualifies for, or only one weight category higher.   

 

Sports Wear: 

 

All Arm Wrestlers will be required to participate in their various Province’s or Club’s teamwear. 

 

No competitor will be allowed to compete, barefoot, wearing sandals or slops.  Sports shoes (e.g. 

sneakers, running shoes) are to be worn.  Acceptation to this rule will be considered should the 

participant have a valid medical reason to not wear appropriate shoes. 

 

Competitors will have to appear neat, and no jeans, foul or obscene logos or dirty clothes will 

be acceptable. 

 

T-shirts will be accepted as well as any other neat shirts.  Long sleeve shirts should be able to be 

arranged so that the competitors arm will be bare and unrestricted. 

 

No arm-warmers, plasters or bandages will be allowed on the competing arm during participation.  

Competitors who have injuries will not be allowed to wear any supportive gear. 

 

Sports caps will be turned backwards, if worn during a match. 

 

No jewellery will be allowed on the competing arm/hand during a match. 

 

No clothing containing offensive lingo or graphics will be allowed during the tournament.  However, 

competitors may wear clothing containing their sponsor logos, and team wear. 

 

Ladies – no fibre, silk or acrylic artificial nails will be allowed.  Nails must be cut short to prohibit 

injury to opponent. 

 

Conduct prior to and during participation: 

 

The tournament will be conducted and managed in accordance with international rules (WAF rules).  

No conduct unbecoming of true sportsmanship will be tolerated at any stage.  Any such conduct will 

be dealt with by the appointed officials in co-operation with the Tournament Master without delay, 

and strictly in accordance with WAF rules, as well as SAAWF rules. 

 

If any participant / competitor / supporter were found guilty of unsportsmanlike conduct in 

accordance with the rules above, the action taken against the person/s concerned may include 

immediate removal and banning from the Tournament.  The final decision will be taken by the 

Tournament Master and no discussion be conducted after the decision was made, during the SA 

Nationals Tournament.  Such a person may appeal to the WAF EXCOM after the finalisation of the 

Tournament, to have his/her suspension or sanction uplifted. 

 

No competitor smelling on strong liquor will be allowed to participate during the tournament.  The 

same naturally applies to any person who obviously appears to be under the influence of any 

intoxicating substance. 
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Decisions by Referees and Appeals: 

 

A contestant may challenge decisions of Referees with the assistance of his Team Manager.  The 

cost per appeal will be R150.  Should the appeal be successful the contestant will be refunded, but 

should the appeal be unsuccessful the money will be forfeited.  Appeals will be handled by the 

Referee-in-Chief, the Head Referee (of the specific match) and the Tournament Master. 

 

Testing for Prohibited Substances: 

 

Drug testing will be conducted in all National Championships, if funds are available, provided they 

are SAAWF sanctioned.  No contestant may refuse to be tested in accordance with the provisions 

prescribed by WAF.  If any contestant refuses to be tested as described above, he / she will lose the 

position gained, as well as all trophies and awards. 

 

Complainants will have to deposit required fees along with an official letter to be submitted to the 

SAAWF President or standing committee on discipline. 

 

SAAWF members can obtain further information regarding permitted and prohibited medicines and 

substances from the SAAWF Secretary or via the SAAWF website – www.armwrestling.co.za.  It is 

the athlete’s responsibility to be educated and informed prior to participation. 

 

Photographs / Video: 

 

Taking of photos and video footage is permitted but no member will be allowed on or near the stage 

that may interfere with ongoing matches or with the relevant crew filming the Nationals for 

television coverage purposes. 


